Such critics at the end of the Eighteenth Century were very rare indeed.
These critics have got two sides: the first side is composed of classical critics who date back from Democritus and Epicurus and from empiricism; the second side-which has not been apparently analysed or underscored in the literature yet-reveals how Bentham's approach can be considered as an alternative type of non-Euclidean tradition paving the way for mathematicians in the Nineteenth and the Twentieth Centuries.
The first side of the critique-the classical one-is that perfect figures as described in Euclidean geometry do not match reality in nature. For instance, concerning solids,
Bentham says:
When Geometry speaks of bodies under the name of Solids it is not impenetrability it considers. Impenetrability does not enter into the combination is not one of the constituent Ideas fictitious entities of the word body it is étendue figure of 3 dimensions.
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This excerpt underscores the very concept of fictitious entities which are described in the 3 Transcribe Bentham, http://www.ucl.ac.uk/transcribe-bentham, accessed 11 July 2012. 4 UCL Bentham Papers (hereafter 'UC') cxxxv. 7. 5 UC cxxxv. 56. following text:
Every point of view in which we can consider a real entity every way by which it can find a passage to our senses is said to be the effect of a fictitious entity.
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This use of the concept of fictitious entities resembles Epicurus's philosophy of perception.
7 Vision of an item, according to Epicurus, is the result of small particles- a phase space. The degrees of liberty are independent from each other and all together, they can be used to draw the evolution of the system over a given period of time. They thus draw a virtual space, virtual yet connected to reality, evolving for a given period of time.
We therefore have the same pattern than Bentham, which means that we can assert that Bentham is at the outset of an alternative tradition of Non Euclidean mathematics, a tradition that will then be promoted by Hamilton-even though we cannot prove that Gottlob Frege (1848 -1925 ), Bertrand Russell (1872 -1970 , and was the overwhelming ambition of David Hilbert (1862 Hilbert ( -1943 . But this project of consistent, self-sustained and detached from physical reality mathematics was ruined by Gödel remarkable theorem in 1931 which demonstrated that such mathematics would be necessarily incomplete and could not therefore be self-sustained.
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On the contrary, with Bentham, we can see a non-Euclidean tradition that is more practical, more useful, and that, as used in Hamilton's physics, corresponds to physical reality indeed.
In order to summarize the second side of the non-Euclidean approach, we can thus say that we have a set of independent elements, which, over a given period of time, draw a virtual space together; they all draw a common fiction-necessarily linked to physical reality as the elements represent the Quantity of Matter-a fiction that will unfold as a virtual space; this space is provisional, it has its own running time.
Bentham's views on geometries could thus be summarized this way:
1. Reality is processed through fictions and there is no reason to think that the Euclidean fiction is better than any other 2. Quantity of Matter is the item to be used as a connection between mathematics and physical reality 3. Quantity of Matter of one object, being all that can allow us to consider it independently from the rest, is the basis of the new mental spaces paving the way for an empirical non-Euclidean tradition.
Let us now analyse how this vision can apply to our internet society. The fundamental problem of communication is that of reproducing at one point either directly or approximately a message selected at another point.
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Selecting a message means choosing a sequence of symbols from a set that contains a finite number of symbols. Such symbols can be letters, digits or anything else. Each symbol has its own duration, i.e. the minimum running time that it will take to transmit it.
The transmission pattern consists of three items: the source of information, the channel and the receiver. Shannon's demonstration unfolds this way. He describes the concept of capacity as applied to the channel. He then studies the nature and property of a discrete source of information. Finally he describes the flow of information through the channel, both through a noiseless channel and through a channel with noise.
Shannon then analyses the way to quantify information, what is Quantity of
Information indeed?
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Can we define a quantity which will measure, in some sense, how much information is "produced" by such a process, or better, at what rate information is produced?
Shannon discovered that the adequate mathematical expressions to describe this probabilistic-or statistic-evolution of the source with time was similar to the way entropy as it had been shaped by Ludwig Boltzman in statistical mechanics.
Entropy is a peculiar concept. It was first created by Rudolf Clausius (1822-88) in order to explain the Second Principle of Thermodynamics and it was then formalized by Boltzman for statistical thermodynamics. Entropy is commonly-but unrightfullyconsidered as a synonymous for confusion; which is untrue. Entropy is a fiction which depicts-or translates into a scalar-both the irreversibility of time-it underscores the 11 C. E. Shannon, 'A Mathematical Theory of Communication ', The Bell Technical Journal, vol. 27 (1948), pp. 379-423, 623-656. 12 Ibid., Part I Discrete Noiseless Systems 6. Choice, Uncertainty And Entropy fact that we cannot turn back Time-and the increasing complexity of phenomena over time. Entropy can thus be considered as a way to assess complexity. Shannon would rather compare it to the assessment of uncertainty, which is equivalent, as in his view, entropy quantifies the amount of information produced by the source.
Quantity of Matter, as transcribed into an information society becomes Quantity of
Information and is therefore linked to entropy; it aims to quantify uncertainty and complexity. It means that physical reality-that of a world with material bodies & information-must be assessed through the prism of structured unpredictability.
The first lesson that can be learnt from Bentham's geometrics as applied to the internet society is that corporate ventures, companies, individuals must learn to deal rationally and to keep cool within a randomized and randomizing society. The same result-i.e. the very necessity of randomizing smartly-can be obtained through the Theory of Chaos as described by Poincaré, and later developed by Ludvig Lorenz (1829-91), and his so-called butterfly effect.
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Quantity of Matter, as seen through the prism of information, is linked to randomizing. But if we get back to our interpretation of Bentham-or of the BenthamHamilton approach-Quantity of Matter shapes virtual spaces. Such spaces only last for a given period of time; they are not disconnected from reality but rely though upon fictitious entities.
Fictitious entities are a widespread feature on the internet, through Facebook profiles, or even web sites. A fiction being, in Bentham's terms, the altered replicate of the Real Entity ; all that is conveyed through the web can be described as a fiction as it, first, stems from some real entity, and, second, is de facto altered when digitized and poured into information networks. This necessarily implies a new perception of our world which has been, so far, Euclidean.
Geographical borders between nations are the results of our Euclidean perception of the world. Such geometrics will not apply to the internet where we can have much more in common in terms of file sharing, activities, chat, with an individual on the other side of the world than with our geographical neighbours. The type of geometrics that would best suit the description of a globalized internet-based society would be non-Euclidean, and, as we will see the Bentham-Hamilton tradition can be appropriate.
If we use this approach, we will first have to define our Quantity of Matter as related to our internet-based global economy and the various independent elements-that we may well call vectors if we use Hamilton's terminology-by which it can be described.
As we said above, the phrase Quantity of Matter in a society, which is not based upon material bodies only, can become the Quantity of Information. The elements that we are looking for to draw our own virtual space, or phase space, are thus information vectors.
Given a certain period of time, we will trace the information vectors that will evolve independently from each other. It is not therefore geographical vicinity that will select the vectors and draw the frame of our space; it is similarity in evolution over time. We then have a virtual space involving all the actors, and more specifically economic actors, all around the world, that have in common information vectors. Such actors thus create a virtual space over a certain period of time, they exchange, do business together, they produce wealth-as they are connected to reality-and disappear or re-appear on demand. They can form a cluster.
Such clusters stem from entities (companies, private investors, stock exchanges, businesses, consumers, vendors, purchasers) evolving similarly over a given period of time.
The framework, or the background of traditional commerce, was the geographical map of the world with businesses and companies working within, from and between frontiers based upon Euclidean geometry. The framework of commerce in a globalised, information-based society requires a new kind of mapping, a mapping based upon the Bentham-Hamilton type of non-Euclidean geometry. Business actors that have similar interests, or that will evolve similarly over a given period of time, will create a cluster, a virtual space that is not based upon the Euclidean drawing of land frontiers but upon lines of common interests and shared objectives.
The sphere of exchanges is not the world as we see it on a geographical map but a 9 virtual-or fictitious-world based upon similarities of businesses over a given period of time. In such a situation, we are left with two major challenges: first to attach a precise mental image so that this sphere becomes obvious and self-evident for everybody, and second, to adapt our global tax system and economic rules that have been shaped so far from our Euclidean geographical vision of the world.
Bentham could thus be rightfully labelled Bentham 2.0 as the structure of his works is perfectly fitted for the internet age. Besides, his critics of Euclid raise him as one of the leading figures, along with Hamilton, of an alternative type of non-Euclidean geometrics.
This new approach of geometry is adapted to model our current global economy. Such results were discovered in the manuscripts of Bentham. I am certain that if we keep exploring these manuscripts, we will unearth a quote or a remark that may be useful, not only for scholars but for economists and engineers as well. That is the reason why the Bentham Project and the Transcribe Bentham initiative must go on.
